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The atomic dynamics of linear chains embedded in a crystalline matrix or adsorbed on its surface is studied. 
A linear chain formed by substitutional impurities in a surface layer and at the same time offsetting from this 
layer was analyzed particularly. This system models the actively studied experimentally structures in which gas 
molecules are adsorbed on the walls of the bundles of carbon nanotubes located in certain medium. It is shown 
that the quasi-one-dimensional features are typical for the chains in which the interatomic interaction is higher 
than the interaction between the atoms of the chain and the atoms of the crystal matrix. On the local phonon den-
sity of atoms of the chain the transition to quasi-one-dimensional behavior has the form of the kink. In other 
words, it is the first (lowest-frequency) van Hove singularity, which in 3D structures (the system under consider-
ation is generally three-dimensional) corresponds to the transition from closed to open constant-frequency (qua-
si-plane) surfaces. The local phonon densities of atoms in the chain have one-dimensional character at frequen-
cies higher than the frequency of the van Hove singularity. The rms amplitude of embedded chains atoms 
vibrations is calculated and the behavior of the atomic vibrations contribution in the low-temperature heat capac-
ity of the system is analyzed. 

PACS: 65.80.–g Thermal properties of small particles, nanocrystals, nanotubes, and other related systems; 
61.72.–y Defects and impurities in crystals; microstructure; 
63.20.–e Phonons in crystal lattices. 

Keywords: graphene nanotubes, quasy-low-dimensional systems, phonon spectra, dynamical stability. 

1. Introduction

The relative simplicity of one-dimensional models often 
helps to solve the problem in an analytical form from the 
beginning to the end. For many years, one-dimensional 
models have retained attractive for a qualitative description 
of quasi-particle spectra and consequently physical charac-
teristics of solids (see, e.g., [1]). Nondegeneracy of the en-
ergy eigenvalues and the absence of singularities on the 
spectral densities within the continuous spectrum band 
significantly simplify the problem of determining spectra 
perturbations induced by various defects [1,2]. At once it 
should be noted that the formation of localized states in 
low-dimensional and three-dimensional systems are quite 
different (see, e.g., [3]). On the one hand, the use of one-
dimensional models for the description of vibrations local-
ized on defects in three-dimensional crystals reduces the 

value of this description. On the other hand, the zero-thre-
shold forming of local discrete levels outside the quasi-
continuous spectrum band and the strong dependence of 
energy levels on the defect parameters are of great general 
importance including applied purposes. 

The in-stability of the crystalline phase of one-dimen-
sional structures is the main disadvantage for the description 
of phonon spectra and vibrational characteristics of real 
systems. There is no long-range order in one-dimensional 
systems because even at 0T =  its mean-square displace-
ments diverge [4]. However, if the phonon spectrum of a 
linear chain starts with a frequency different from zero, 
this divergence disappears and thus the linear chains can 
exist in reality and can be studied experimentally. They 
can exist as the linear chains of atoms in the bulk or on 
the surface of some solid matrices, i.e., quasi-chains of car-
bon atoms between graphene monolayers on silicon sub-
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strates [5] and chains of gold atoms deposited on the silicon 
surface [6–8]. The bundles of closed at the ends nanotubes 
enriched with gases containing quasi-one-dimensional na-
noinclusions are of great interest. In these bundles, gas 
atoms are adsorbed mainly in the grooves between the na-
notubes on the surface of bundles [9,10]. Neutron diffrac-
tion data [9] and the behavior of the specific heat of these 
systems at low concentration of adsorbed gases [11–14] 
indicate the formation of quasi-one-dimensional structures 
by gas atoms. 

In this paper, the phonon spectra of the linear chains of 
atoms on the surface or in the bulk of a crystal matrix and 
their mean-square displacements are calculated to deter-
mine the conditions and temperature ranges of stability of 
the crystalline phase of these chains. The behavior of low-
temperature heat capacity of the linear chains on the sur-
face is analyzed. 

2. Linear chain applicated to the crystal surface 

2.1 The model under consideration 

Let us consider a linear chain applicated to the close-
packed surface [111] of a semi-infinite fcc crystal (Fig. 1). 

For simplicity, we assume that the interatomic interac-
tion in the crystal-matrix is purely central, and its lattice 
constant a coincides with the lattice constant of the appli-
cated chain. Further it will be shown that the crystal struc-
ture of the crystal matrix and the interactions between its 
atoms affect the spectrum of the chain very weakly. 

The interaction of the chain with the crystal surface 
(substrate) we assume to be much weaker than the interac-
tion between the atoms in the chain. In this case, it is natu-
ral to restrict ourselves to taking into account the nearest-
neighbors interaction, i.e., each atom of the chain interacts 
with three atoms of the substrate. Therefore this interaction 
can also be considered to be purely central as nothing 
makes the chain to be at the distance c from the surface, 
which corresponds to the minimum of the interaction po-
tential between the atoms of the chain and the crystal-mat-
rix (c can differ from the interatomic distances in the chain 
and in the crystal). Therefore this interaction can also be 
considered to be purely central. 

It is natural to describe the interaction between the atoms 
in the chain by the isotropic pair interaction potential 
( ) ( )ϕ = ϕ ∆∆

 
where ∆  is the vector connecting the inter-

acting atoms. The force constant matrices have the form 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2
i k

ik ik
∆ ∆

Φ = −α ∆ −β ∆ δ
∆

∆ , (1) 

where the parameter ( ) 1−β ∆ ≡ ∆ ∂ϕ ∂∆  describes the non-
central interaction between atoms at the distance ∆ from 
each other, and the parameter ( ) ( )2 2α ∆ ≡ ∂ ϕ ∂∆ −β ∆  is 
the central interaction between these atoms. 

Note that the weak interaction between atoms in the 
chain and in the substrate may be insufficient for the stabil-
ity of the chain at vibrations in the direction along the plane 
and perpendicular to the chain (hereinafter it will be con-
firmed by calculations). Therefore, to ensure the stability 
of these vibrations, a flexural rigidity of the chain is requir-
ed. The flexural rigidity is determined by the noncentral in-
teraction of atoms in the chain, and for its description we 
have to use not only the nearest-neighbors interaction but 
also to take into account at least the nearest-neighbors inter-
action. The parameters describing this interaction 1β ≡ β =

( )a= β  and ( )2 2aβ = β  should fulfill the relation 

 ( )22
2 2 0a aβ +β = . (2) 

The relation (2) provides the transition of the lattice dy-
namics equations in the long-wave limit to the equations of 
the theory of elasticity as well as the absence of the tension 
in the chain (see, e.g., [1]). By (2), the force constant matri-
ces, which describe the interaction of the atoms in the chain 
with each other, can be written in the form 

 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

1

2

,0,0 ,

2 ,0,0 4 .
ik ix ik

ik ix ik

a

a

Φ ± = − α δ +β δ

Φ ± = − α δ −β δ
 (3) 

In (3) ( )1 aα ≡ α
 
and ( )2 2aα ≡ α , the direction of the x axis 

is chosen along the chain. The constant 0γ  denotes the force 
constant of the central interaction between atoms in the 
crystal-matrix. The central interaction between atoms in 
the chain with the nearest atoms in the crystal matrix is de-
noted by the force constant γ , and the difference between 
the distances c and a by the parameter 1/2(2 / 3) /c aδ ≡ . 
The force constant matrices describing these purely central 
interactions are of the form (1) at ( ) 0β ∆ ≡ . Then the self-
interaction matrix of atoms in the chain [1] has the form

 ___________________________________________________  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

1 2 22 2
3 3 3 3 3 60,0,0 2
2 2 2 1 22 1 2 2 1 2

ik ik ix iy iz ik

      γ γ γδ    Φ = − Φ = α +α + β+ δ + β+ δ + β+ δ δ       + δ+ δ + δ         
∑
∆

∆  (4) 

 

y( )τ

z n( )
x l( )

Fig. 1. (Color online) The linear chain on the close-packed sur-
face [111] of a semi-infinite fcc crystal. 
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and it contains not only the parameters of the interaction 
between atoms in the chain but also the parameter of the 
chain-substrate interaction γ , which causes nonzero start-
ing frequency of the chain spectrum. 

2.2 The spectral density of the atoms of the applicated 
chain with only nearest-neighbors interaction 

First we consider the deposited chain with only the nearest-
neighbors interaction. It corresponds, for example, to the 
chains of solidified inert gases frequently used in recent 
years as the adsorbates (see, e.g., [11–15]). For these chains, 
as follows from (2), the interatomic interaction in the chain 
has to be purely central. In this case, the atomic vibrations 
normal to the chain are conditioned only by the interaction 
of the chain with the substrate (the surface of the crystal-
matrix) and are localized. Hence the longitudinal vibra-
tions have the dispersion law 

 ( )2 2142 sin
2l

ak
m m

αγ
ω κ = + . (5) 

The quasi-wave vector k  can be introduced only for the 
crystallographic direction along the chain. Since this prob-
lem is purely model, for simplicity in (5) 1δ =  is accepted. 

From (5), for the phonon density of states of the chain 
we obtain 

 ( )
( )( )

ch
2 2 2 2 2

0 0

2

m

g ω
ω =

π ω −ω ω +ω −ω
, (6) 

here 2
0 2mω = γ , 2

14m mω = α . 
Figure 2 shows the spectral densities (ch) ( )lρ ω , generat-

ed by the longitudinal displacement of the atoms the linear 
chain (curve 2), and obtained by using the method of Jacobian 
matrices [15–17]. 

It is obvious that for a linear chain implanted into the 
surface layer or imbedded in the volume of the crystal-
matrix, the behavior of the function (ch) ( )lρ ω  is analogous 
to that of the deposited chain. The difference is that the 
starting frequency of the chain spectrum changes (for ex-
ample, for a chain embedded in the volume, the initial fre-
quency of the longitudinal oscillations is 2 mγ ). 

Hence we can conclude that the longitudinal vibrations 
of the linear chain applicated to the crystal surface or em-
bedded in its volume do not propagate through the crystal-
matrix and are completely localized on the chain. That is, 
both the spectrum and the structure of the crystal-matrix 
have virtually no effect on the spectral density of the chain. 

Thus the results of calculations of the spectral densities 
of linear chains deposited on the surface or embedded in 
the volume of the crystal with a very complex structure 
(e.g., silicon) are expected to coincide with those made for 
the simple model of the crystal-matrix. 

2.3 The rms amplitudes of the vibrations and stability 
of the structure 

Since the spectrum of the chain begins with a nonzero 
starting frequency, its longitudinal oscillations are stable, 
i.e., the rms displacements of atoms converge at any tem-
perature. However, in the case of the chains applicated to 
the surface, the amplitude of oscillations in the directions 
perpendicular to the chain can be large and even at low 
temperatures lead to the destruction of long-range order, 
namely, crystalline regularity of the atomic arrangement. 
Since, as noted above, there is every reason to assume that 
the interaction of the substrate with the chain is purely cen-
tral (or, at least close to it), then the most “dangerous” are 
tangential oscillations, exactly the oscillations directed nor-
mal to the chain and along the plane of the crystal-matrix 
surface. The rms amplitudes (RMSA) of atomic displace-
ments along various crystallographic directions (quantities 

2
ch( , )iu T〈 〉r ) of the applicated chain are shown in Fig 3. 

It is seen that the RMSA of longitudinal atomic dis-
placements in the chain are slightly higher than those of 
the crystal-matrix and in a wide range of temperatures is 
not a “threat” for the stability of the crystal. The same can 
be said about the RMSA of oscillations normal to the sur-
face that exceed the RMSA of the longitudinal displace-
ments at about 20%. When the next- nearest-neighbors 
interaction (both central and non-central) is taken into ac-

count, it slightly reduces the value of 2
ch( , )lu T〈 〉r  and 

actually does not change the value 2
ch( , )nu T〈 〉r . The 

RMSA of the tangential displacements are significantly 
higher than others. When only the nearest-neighbors inter-
action (curve 0τ ) is taken into account, then, even at low 

enough temperatures ( ~ 0.2 PT Θ ), the RMSA can lead to 
the destruction of the regularity of crystal structure. A con-

Fig. 2. (Color online) The phonon density of the crystal-matrix 
(curve 1); the spectral density generated by the longitudinal dis-
placement of an atom of the applicated chain (curve 2), and 
the phonon density of the linear chain in a periodic field (curve 3). 
The maximum frequency is (Cr–Mat)

04m mω = γ . 
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sideration of the next nearest-neighbors interaction can 
greatly reduce the RMSA of the tangential displacements 
of the atoms in the chain (the curves 1τ  and 2τ  in Fig. 3 are 

significantly lower than the curve 0τ ). This reduction of 
the RMSA is determined by the flexural rigidity of the 
chain if the rigidity is positive. Taking into account (5), the 
dispersion laws of vibrations have the forms: 

( ) ( )2 2 2 41 14 4 4sin sin sin ,
2 2 2l

ka kak ka
m m m m

α αγ β   ω = + + +   
   

  (7) 

 ( )2 44 sin
2 2

kak
m mτ
γ β  ω = +  

 
, (8) 

 ( )
2

2 42 4 sin
2n
kak

m m
γδ β  ω = +  

 
. (9) 

At low frequencies the contribution of non-central interac-
tion in (7)–(9) is proportional to 4k  and is negligible in (7). In 
(8) and (9), 4k  determines the dispersion. At 0β >  (8), (9) 
determine the flexural modes of the chain. Note that the 
positive values of β correspond to the attraction between 
the atoms while the negative ones to the repulsion. Then the 
parameter 0β >  corresponds to the attraction of the nearest 
neighbors, and to the repulsion of the next-nearest-neigh-
bors by (5). This is possible if the interaction between at-
oms at short and long distances has a different character 
and is described by different potentials. This interatomic 
interaction is inherent to carbon. In graphene and graphite, 

the nearest-neighbors interaction is covalent, and between 
more distant atoms it is van der Waals’. For the second- 
and third-neighbors, the short-range covalent interaction is 
significantly small, and the van der Waals interaction is 
strongly repulsive [18,19], as the equilibrium distance of 
the corresponding potential is of the order of interlayer 
distance in graphite. This interatomic interaction causes a 
high flexural rigidity of graphene monolayers [20,21]. 
Note that exactly carbon nanochains were studied in [5]. 

For one and two-dimensional structures of rare gas atoms 
the flexural rigidity is zero (or even insignificantly less than 
zero). Therefore, taking into account small values of PΘ  and 
melting temperature of the crystalline phase, the application 
of the linear chains of inert gases on the crystal surface is 
practically impossible. The linear chains implanted into the 
surface layer or the volume of the crystal are much more 
stable. 

3. Linear chain implanted into the surface layer 
of the crystal 

3.1. The model under consideration 

Let the linear chain be implanted into the surface layer 
of the fcc crystal with purely central interaction between 
the atoms (see Fig. 4). 

The interaction between the atoms in the chain and in 
the crystal-matrix can be considered to be purely central, 
as in the previous case, if the distances from the atoms in 
the chain to the atoms in the surface and subsurface layers 
coincide. This condition leads to the relation sc c= ±

2 2
0c c± − , here c is the distance from the chain to the 

subsurface layer, sc  is the distance between the surface and 

the subsurface layers, 0 2 3c a≡  is the distance between 
the planes [111] inside the crystal-matrix. 

In the case under consideration the fulfillment of condi-
tion (2) is non-obligatory, because the implanted chain can 
be in a stressed state (the model considered in [22–24]). 
Just as in these papers, when describing the interaction 
between the atoms in the chain we restrict ourselves to the 
nearest-neighbors interaction. The corresponding force con-
stant matrices have the form ( ) ( ),0,0ik ix ikaΦ ± = − αδ +β δ , 
and the self-interaction matrix, which takes into account 

Fig. 3. (Color online) Rms amplitudes of atomic displacements of 
the chain applicated to the surface [111] of fcc crystal (here 
RMSA of fcc crystal atoms are denoted by FCC). The curves 

0 1 2, ,l l l  are RMSA of longitudinal displacements of the chain. 
The curves 0 1 2, ,τ τ τ  are RMSA of tangential displacements. 
Indices 0, 1, 2 indicate the increasing of flexural rigidity of the 
chain. Index 0 is zero flexural rigidity. n denotes the RMSA of 
displacements normal to the crystal surface (their dependence on 
the flexural rigidity is weak). 0P kΘ ≡ ω . 
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Linear chain implanted into the [111] sur-
face of a semi-infinite fcc crystal. 
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the ratio between the distances from the subsurface layer to 
the surface layer and to the chain can be written as follows: 

( ) ( )0,0,0ik ikΦ = − Φ =∑
∆

∆

2 2
7 192( ) 2

2 (1 2 ) 2 (1 2 )
ix iy

   γ γ= α +β + δ + β+ δ +   
+ δ + δ      

 

 
2

2
2 (2 1)2 ,

1 2
iz ik
 γ δ − + β+ δ δ  

+ δ    
 (10) 

where, 0c cδ ≡ , as in the previous case. That is, for different 
crystallographic directions the one-dimensional behavior 
of the phonon spectrum of the chain (analogous [22–24]) 
practically begins with the frequencies: 

along the chain: ( )
0 2

7
2(1 2 )

l

m
γ

ω =
+ δ

; 

along the normal to the surface: ( ) 2

0 2
2 (2 1)
(1 2 )

n

m
γ δ −

ω =
+ δ

; 

normal to the chain and parallel to the surface layer 

plane: ( )
0 2

19
2(1 2 )m

τ γ
ω =

+ δ
 . 

At sc c> , the chain implanted into the surface layer 
may imitate the chain of atoms of inert gases adsorbed in 
the grooves between two nearest nanotubes on the surface 
of a bundle of carbon nanotubes [11,14,22–25]. The pa-
rameters of the system are chosen to simulate the phonon 
spectrum of the chain of xenon atoms adsorbed in the 
grooves between the nanotubes, the frequencies being 

( ) ( ) ( )
0 0 0
n l τω < ω < ω . The spectral densities generated by dis-

placements of the atoms of the chain along different crys-
tallographic directions are shown in Fig. 5. 

We can see that all the spectral densities are sufficiently 
different from zero, starting with a frequency somewhat 
lower than ( )

0
nω . At lower frequencies the vibrations of 

atoms of the chain correspond to the acoustic vibrations of 
the total 3D system. Spectral densities of the atoms of the 
chain (except ( )ch ( )nρ ω ) in this area are very small as a cry-
stal-matrix is very rigid and ( ) ( )Cr–Mat

0 ,n
mω >> ω  14 ,mα  

4 mβ . The spectral density ( )ch ( )lρ ω  generated by the 
longitudinal displacements of the atoms of the chain clear-
ly shows quasi-one-dimensional behavior at ( )

0
lω > ω . This 

density differs from the similar density for the deposited 
chain considered in the previous section by higher values 
at ( ) ( )

0 0
n lω < ω < ω  and by an explicit three-dimensional be-

havior shown in this spectral interval. The spectral density 
( )ch ( )τρ ω  generated by displacements of atoms in the direc-

tion perpendicular to the chain but parallel to the surface of 
the matrix crystal shows a three-dimensional behavior at 
( ) ( )
0 0
n τω < ω < ω  and ends with a sharp resonance maximum 

at ( )
0
τω ≈ ω , i.e., these vibrations practically do not propa-

gate along the chain and do not interact with the longitudi-
nal vibrations of the atoms. The vibrations of the atoms of 
the chain, polarized normally to the surface, show a three-
dimensional behavior at ( )

0
nω < ω . At higher frequencies, 

the spectral density ( ) ( )ch
nρ ω  also shows a quasi-one-di-

mensional behavior, since thees vibrations hardly interact 
with longitudinal vibrations of the chain, and the vibrations 
in the direction τ are quasi-localized. 

3.2. Heat capacity of implanted chains 

It is well known that if the temperature tends to zero, 
then the phonon specific heat also tends to zero by a power 
law, the exponent being equal to the dimension of space. 
The linear behavior of the phonon specific heat at 0T →  is 
a clear indication of one-dimensional behavior of the pho-
non spectrum. This, in turn [4], results in a divergence of 
amplitude of atomic vibrations even at zero temperature, 
i.e., shows impossibility of these systems. The interaction 
with a three-dimensional matrix, shifting the beginning of 
the phonon spectrum of the chain to a value 0 0ω > , results 
in a change of the behavior of low-temperature heat ca-
pacity. 

The phonon specific heat relates to the phonon spec-
trum (see, e.g., [1]) 

 ( )
2

2

0

sh ( )
2 2

m

VC T qR d
kT kT

ω
−ω ω   = ν ω ω   

   ∫
  , (11) 

where q is the dimension of the space, and ( )ν ω  is the 
phonon density of states of the system. Figure 6 shows the 
temperature dependence of the heat capacity calculated 
according to this formula with the phonon density of states 
(6) for different values 0 mω ω . 

It is seen clearly that, although there is a large linear re-
gion in all temperature dependences of heat capacity, at 

0T →  this dependence decreases exponentially. This linear 
region begins when the heat capacity begins to differ sig-
nificantly from zero and ends at the inflection point on the 

Fig. 5. (Color online) The spectral densities generated by dis-
placements of the atoms of the linear chain implanted into 
the surface of the semi-infinite fcc crystal. 
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dependence ( )VC T . The region of the exponential decrease 
of heat capacity is clearly visible even at 0 0.001.mω ω =  
The linear behavior of the curve ( )VC T  at 0T →  occurs 
only at 0 0ω = , which corresponds to an unstable system 
that des not really exist. 

The model proposed in [22–25] was based on the as-
sumption that the interaction potential of atoms of the ad-
sorbed chain with the walls of nanotubes does not depend 
on the coordinate along the direction of the tube, i.e., the 
tube is considered as a continuous medium. This assump-
tion is invalid, because the distance between the chain and 
the wall of the tube is comparable with the distance be-
tween the carbon atoms in the nanotube itself. In addition, 
it should be noted that the chains of inert gas atoms ad-
sorbed on the nanotube walls have large but still finite size 
(the number of atoms in the chain is 4 5~ 10 –10N ), and even 
in the free state the minimum natural frequency of this 
chain is 0 ~ 1 0.01Nω ≤ . That is, when (ch)* 0.2 PT T≤ ≈ Θ  
( (ch) (ch) / BP P kΘ ≡ ω , (ch)

Pω  being the maximum frequency of 
oscillation of the chain), the heat capacity of the linear 
chains of inert gases adsorbed on the walls of nanotubes 
should decrease exponentially. The value (ch) ( ) /2G

P DΘ ≈ Θ , 
where ( )G

DΘ  is the Debye temperature of a three-dimen-
sional crystal of the corresponding solidified inert gas. The 
temperature dependence of the specific heat is linear at 

*T T≥ . 
Thus the effect of the periodic field of the crystal matrix 

(that provides the actual existence of a linear chain) on 
the low-temperature heat capacity can not be neglected. 
Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the change 
of heat capacity of carbon nanotubes due to the adsorption 
of the chains of xenon atoms on them. The asterisks (curve 1) 
present the experimental curve obtained for nanotube bun-
dles textured by compression [13]. The green curve (2) 
corresponds to the heat capacity of the adsorbed chain cal-
culated for the model proposed in [22–24], that is, a free 
infinite linear chain (an object that can not really exist). 
The violet curve (3) shows microscopic calculations made 

for the model proposed in this section. It takes into account 
not only the heat capacity of the implanted chain (calcula-
tions made by formula (11) using the spectral densities 
shown in Fig. 5), but also the changed contributions of the 
atoms of the crystal matrix nearest to the chain to the heat 
capacity. On this curve, the exponential decrease of the 
change in heat capacity at * 1.5 KT T≤ ≈  is clearly shown, 
whereas on the curve calculated for the model [22–24] the 
specific heat at 0T →  tends to zero linearly. 

Change in heat capacity, calculated in the frames of our 
microscopic model, is consistent with the experimental 
data, it is even slightly better than that calculated for the 
model [22–24]. However, non of calculations can explain 
the experiment [13] totally, because the contributions of all 
the degrees of freedom to heat capacity of nanotubes and 
the effect of adsorption of inert gas atoms to these contri-
butions should be taken into account. Indeed, along with 
longitudinal vibrations of the atoms of carbon nanotubes 
that are responsible for an extremely high (~ 2500 K) value 
of their Debye temperature, their phonon spectra have low 
frequency flexural and torsional modes that are of quasi-
one-dimensional type and may result in the dependence of 

( )VC T  close to linear at low temperatures. 

4. Conclusion 

Thus, after having calculated on a microscopic level the 
phonon spectra and fundamental vibrational thermodynam-
ic characteristics of the linear chains applicated to a surface 
of the crystal matrix, or implanted into its volume or sur-
face layer, we can conclude the following. 

Starting with a frequency 0ω , the vibrations of the linear 
chain applicated to the crystal surface or in the bulk, actu-
ally do not extend through the crystal matrix and are com-
pletely localized on the chain. The frequency 0ω  is deter-
mined by the contribution of the weak interaction of an 
atom in the chain with the atoms of the crystal matrix in 
the self-interaction matrix of the atom in the chain. When 

0ω > ω , neither the structure nor the phonon spectrum of 

Fig. 6. (Color online) Temperature dependence of the specific 
heat of linear chains in periodic external field. 
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Fig. 7. (Color online) Change in heat capacity of carbon nano-
tubes after the adsorption of xenon atoms (see text). 
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the crystal matrix can hardly change the spectral character-
istics of atoms in the chain. 

At low frequencies ( 0ω < ω ), the vibrational spectrum 
of atoms of applicated or implanted linear chains has a 
three-dimensional character. This determines the conver-
gence of the mean-square displacements of atoms in the 
chain and the stability of these structures in a finite tem-
perature range. Moreover, due to the three-dimensional 
behavior at low frequencies, the quasi-continuous character 
of spectrum is preserved in the presence of a finite concen-
tration of defects in the chain. 

At 0ω > ω , the vibrations of the chain atoms are either 
quasi-localized or their propagation has a one-dimensional 
character. The spectral densities of these atoms are well 
described by simple analytical expressions obtained for 
one-dimensional models. Quasi-continuity of the phonon 
spectrum of these systems is preserved in the presence of a 
finite concentration of defects. Excitations of the phonon 
spectrum generated by defects (including discrete impurity 
levels) can be calculated similarly to [26–29]. 

The fact that the one-dimensional behavior of the pho-
non spectrum of applicated or implanted linear chains be-
gins with a non-zero frequency significantly affects the 
low-temperature phonon specific heat, i.e., at 0T →  there 
is necessarily a temperature range in which the dependence 

( )VC T  decreases exponentially. This interval is evident 
even at very low frequencies 0ω . Our calculations agree 
quite satisfactory with experimental data [13]. 
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